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Statistical background
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The “big picture” of Euro area retail payments: 
Development of payment methods in 2000-2018
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A ”more detailed” picture (1): Payment methods used in 
the EU: huge differences among the countries
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A “more detailed” picture (2): Card payments also 
display a huge heterogeneity in the EU
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The “dynamic picture”: Differing trends in payment 
habits in the European countries
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Trends in payment habits
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Trend 1: A fundamental shift in consumer expectations 
is taking place – a desire for real-time

• In payments,  there is a movement 
towards a 24/7 world 

• Consumers expect instantaneous 
transactions and embedded payments 

• These are not isolated trends but a 
paradigm shift in consumer behaviour

• Consumers compare financial services to 
other services and expect the same 
usability and customer experience
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Trend 2: Payments landscape has become fragmented

• Several new payment applications

• Several new actors in the customer interface

• Open interfaces enable ecosystems to evolve
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Source: Edgar & Dunn
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Is the future landscape of payments similar as in 
messaging?
Lähde: https://www.explainxkcd.com/wiki/index.php/1810
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Trend 3: Payments are becoming embedded into the 
service

• Payments become integrated into the buying process, game, 
social media or other user experience

• Payment details are submitted only once, but transactions can 
happen frequently

• Consumer is not necessarily aware of making payments
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One implication of the three trends: a need for “new 
financial literacy skills”

• Increasingly important due to all the three trends
• Real time payments may decrease the use of cash and can support 

impulsive behavior

• Fragmentation in payment applications blurs the picture

• Embedded payments can go unnoticed and facilitate overindebtness

 Concrete overview of consumption and budget constraints are in 
demand (especially relevant in less cash/cashless world)

 A need for “a new financial literacy”; common efforts by all 
stakeholders to improve “financial education” are required
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Moving towards less cash society: case Finland
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Finland: Cash as the preferred method of payment in 
daily purchases (grocery)
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The Bank of Finland’s guiding principles for the 

maintenance of cash services
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1. Bank customers 

have the right to 

make deposits to 

and withdrawals 

from their bank 

account.

The Bank of Finland’s guiding principles for the maintenance of cash services

2. Bank customers 

must be entitled to 

make a reasonable 

number of cash 

withdrawals at no 

charge.

3. Small businesses 

and associations 

should be viewed as 

private customers 

with regard to their 

use of cash services.

4. Cashback services 

offered by retail stores at 

checkout must be 

equally available for all 

customers.

5. Cash must be 

accepted as means of 

payment for services of 

critical importance to the 

public.

Source: Bank of Finland 

https://annualreport.bankoffinland.fi/2018/annual-report/money-and-

payments/cash-issuance-continues-to-increase

https://annualreport.bankoffinland.fi/2018/annual-report/money-and-payments/cash-issuance-continues-to-increase
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Conclusions
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Conclusions

• A movement towards less cash society is taking place all over the 
world.

• The development paths in different countries display quite a lot of 
heterogeneity: e.g. the Nordic countries vs. Southern Europe.

• One of the central banks’ key task in this changing environment is to 
ensure that all citizens and enterprises will have a sufficient access 
to different payment methods.

• In addition, efforts are required by all stakeholders to facilitate a 
sufficient financial literacy in this changing environment.

“A less cash, but not completely cashless society”
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For discussion: some important issues related to the 
movement towards less cash/cashless society

• Access to critical services/products by all citizens

• Issues related to the national preparedness

• Role of central bank money 
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End quote: “Payment habits do differ among countries 
and changes take place slowly”
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Source: Economist 13.8.2016
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Thank you

Kari Kemppainen 

Senior Adviser 

Payment Systems Department

Bank of Finland

email: kari.kemppainen@bof.fi

phone: +358 10 831 2251
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